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e-Grade: An Instructors Guide.

Getting Started

What is e-Grade?

EGrade is a powerful and versatile online assignment system. With eGrade, your
students can have as much meaningful feedback as they need to achieve mastery of
essential problem-solving skills in your course. Because it recognizes mathematical
expressions and equations and scientific units, eGrade is adept at administering math
and science assignments. With its five different modes of assignment delivery, eGrade
can serve you and your students in a wide variety of ways: providing online
homework exercises; allowing your students to have unlimited practice on problems;
administering proctored quizzes or exams, and many more.

When used as an integral part of your course, eGrade provides benefits not only to
your students, many of whom will appreciate this additional learning resource, but
also to you. eGrade enables you to spend class time and grading time on higher order
problems, knowing that your students have gained valuable experience with the
mechanics of problem-solving beforehand.

Before proceeding, you need to have adopted a Wiley text with eGrade content (or be
evaluating such a text), and received your eGrade site URL. Once you have these, you
can set up an assignment for your students in a matter of minutes, with the help of this
manual.

Logging in and the e-Grade Homepage.

Instructors and Students using the same homepage access the e-Grade system. An
example is shown below in figure 1.

• Instructors enter via the option Instructor Login.
• Students enter by first registering for a course and then selecting an

assignment. This will be explained later in this manual.

The first three sections of this manual will concentrate on how
you, an Instructor, can use e-Grade to build, deliver and
administer e-Grade assignments. The final section will introduce
the development of questions and question banks.
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Figure 1: e-Grades’s Homepage

Login by selecting the option Instructor Login, and when requested enter your
password. You should now see the Instructors opening page, as shown in figure 2.
The main options are listed on the left-hand side of the page.

1. Assignment Editor.
2. Question Bank Editor
3. Gradebook
4. Website Editor
5. Utilities and Settings

This manual will concentrate on the first three options.

The Website Editor enables you to manipulate courses, up and download images for
questions and a variety of other tasks. The Utilities and Settings option enables you
to manage the more administrative aspects of your course such as registering and
managing proctors for your course; initiating class email notifications; changing the
class password; closing (or reopening) registration for your class; and sharing your
assignments with other instructors.  

Instructors should
click on “Instructor
Login” to continue

Students will use
these two options
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Figure 2: Instructor’s opening page

2. The Assignment Editor

Using the Assignment Editor (AE) you can:
• Create a new assignment
• Edit the composition, properties, or appearance of an existing assignment
• Delete an assignment.

Creating a New Assignment

Select the Assignment Editor from the Instructor’s homepage as shown in figure 2

The first step is to choose Add an assignment.

Then name the Assignment using the Choose Name tab. See figure 3.
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Figure 3: Adding a new assignment and giving it a name.

Selecting Questions for the assignment.

For the moment we will build the assignment from existing question banks.

To do this, click on the Select Questions tab shown in figure 3. This will reveal the
question banks that are available, as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Selecting a question bank

Figures 5 and 6 show section 1 from the question bank Sample Chapter 5.

Select a testbank from
the pull-down list

Select a section by
clicking the arrow
on the left
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Figure 5: The question bank “Sample Chapter 5”.

Figure 6: Question selection from Section 1.

The available questions are listed together with information about the question type.
All the questions shown above are Algorithmic, denoted by an A, which means that
each time the question is selected one or more of the parameters will change.

To view any question in detail, simply click on the question. For example, figure 7
shows Question 01. This is a fully functioning version of the question. The solutions
provided can be viewed by selecting Grade; a different version of the algorithmically
generated variables, by selecting Refresh.

Questions within the
selected section
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Figure 7: A typical e-Grade question

To add a question to the assignment just select it and click Add next to the
question you want to select.

Figure 8 shows the assignment list when two questions - 01 and 02 - have
been added. The selected questions appear on the right hand side of the page.
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Figure 8: Building an assignment, question selection

Organizing the Questions

At this stage you can modify the weighting of the questions and decide
whether the questions are delivered in the same or in a scrambled order. Just
enter the number of points you want to assign to each question.  As soon as
you leave the points field, the total for the assignment will automatically
recalculate to reflect the change.

Questions can also be added in groups to achieve a more controlled
randomisation each time a student takes the assignment.

To create a group of questions just:

1. Select the option ADVANCED button
2. Select the required questions from the list on the left
3. Click Add as Group.   

STANDARD and ADVANCED options are shown in detail in figure 9.

Questions selected for
the Assignment
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Figure 9: STANDARD and ADVANCED building of assignments

In the ADVANCED mode the student will see a random selection of the problems
assigned as a group. The order in which they appear and their relative weighting are
readily controlled.  The current assignment now has 3 questions, 01 and 02 and then
one of 04, 05, or 06.

The ability to add questions as a group enables you to construct a wide variety of
different assignments all of which will be different each time a student takes them.

Setting the Policies

When you are satisfied with the questions that you have included in the new
assignment, the next stage is to define the way the assignment is delivered to the
students. This page also allows you to schedule the assignment. These options are
shown in figure 10.

• Anonymous Practice – Students are not required to login.  Therefore, results
are not recorded in the Gradebook.  Students can view their results, but results
are only available for as long as the student displays them.  This is purely for
the students to practice skills.

• Homework or Quiz  - Requires Students to login and Student answers and
actions are recorded in the Gradebook.  The assignments are offered according
to the policies set by you, the Instructor.

• Proctored Exam - The Proctored Exam is similar to a Homework or Quiz
assignment, but with an additional security measure to confirm the identity of
the student taking the test.

• Mastery Dialog - These are highly structured and require careful planning of
the rules and criteria that govern how students move from topic to topic and
what penalties are imposed for incorrect responses.  This also enables you to
link a number of assignments and key them so that later assignments are only
made available as pre-requisite assignments are completed successfully.

• Study Session Dialog – If available, hints and full solutions are made
available to students while they work on the assignment.  Students submit

Standard Advanced

Only 1 of these 3
questions will be
selected each time
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each question for grading individually and immediately.  Feedback, hints, and
comments are available at the question level.

• Hide Assignment from View – This will hide the assignment from students
until you are ready to reveal it.

• Scheduling - Using the calendar function provided, you can set start and end
times for each assignment.  These times will govern the availability of the
assignment to students accessing your class homepage.  Before and after the
indicated availability window, the assignment will not be visible to students on
your class homepage.  

Figure 10: Setting the policies.

Review and Finish

Before leaving the Assignment Editor you can check the question selection and the
policies. See figure 11.

Simply click the topic you wish to change and the editor will take you to the relevant
page. You can also return at a later time and make changes to any of the elements of
the assignment.
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Figure 11: Checking the assignment.

Once you click the Finish button, your new assignment will appear on the list of
assignments for this class. If you have scheduled the assignment for a specific period
the assignment will be greyed out until that time.

Click Finish when
you are done

Click on any topic
to return to make
changes
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Figure 11: Revised list of assignments

3. Student Interface

Registering for Class

Students enter the class via the same page as the instructors. They can either be pre-
registered or they can self-register. For self-registration, the student simply needs to:

• Select Register for the Class
• Fill in the details as shown in figure 12
• Click OK
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Figure 12: Student registration

Now the student is registered and can select an assignment to complete as shown in
figure 13.

Selecting an Assignment

Figure 13: Assignment selection

Once a student selects an assignment from the list, the system will check whether the
student has legitimate assess to the selected assignment using the login name
provided, then the questions will be delivered as defined by the policies associated
with the assignment.
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If the assignment was created as an “Anonymous Practice” or a “Study Session”, the
student will not need to log in.  If you selected “Hide Assignment from View”, the
student will not see that assignment.  Similarly, if you scheduled an assignment for a
future date, it will not appear for the student to select until that date arrives. Also, if
you selected “Offer Printable version of assignment”, as soon as the student selects an
assignment and logs in, he/she will be prompted to choose whether to print the
assignment or not.

Completing an Assignment

Figure 13 shows how a question requiring a numeric answer will appear to a student.

In this exercise the derivative of 
5xyxe=

is required. The solution can be entered in a
simple calculator mode as e^(5x)*x+e^(5x) or by using the math palette shown in
figure 14, which is reached by selecting the option Change Math Entry Mode as
shown in figure 13 and then selecting symbol mode.

Figure 13: A typical question as it appears to a student

Clicking on Change Math Entry
Mode allows the student to choose
an alternate way of entering answers.
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Figure 14: Math Palette

The questions can be answered in any order, allowing a student to skip a question and
return to it later. When the assignment is complete e-Grade first checks that all
questions have been attempted. If not, the student is invited to return for any questions
he or she might have missed as shown in figure 15.

Figure 15: Checking the assignment s complete before grading.

If for some reason the student does not finish the entire assignment all at once,
whether because of a planned stop or because of some unforeseen even such as a the
sudden death of a laptop battery, eGrade will store the answers entered up until the
point at which the assignment was exited.

If the student chooses to click the Exit button, the following message will display:
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Figure 16: Exiting an assignment before completion

Then when the student returns, he/she will receive the following choices shown in
figure 17 – assuming he/she is allowed back in based on the policies you set for the
assignment:

• Resume my old "eGrade Assignment" assignment
• Grade my old "eGrade Assignment" assignment
• Start a new "eGrade Assignment" assignment

Figure 17: Re-entering an assignment.

Finally, the assignment is graded and the score, if appropriate, is recorded in the
course gradebook. Remember, you can also set policies regarding whether or not
grades or feedback will appear to the student and when.

The student will see the following screen after selecting the Grade button.
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Figure 18: Reviewing the results of an assignment

He/she can click on any individual question to see more detail regarding the answer
supplied and the correct solution.  Most questions will not only provide the correct
answer, but also a detailed explanation of how to reach the correct answer.

4. The Gradebook

Use the Gradebook to view student results for Assignments in a particular Class. You
can view the details of individual tests and change the score that the student received
for a question or add a comment on the student's answer to a question. You can also
register a list of students for the class (using a class roster file), send messages to
students, and perform various grading tasks on the set of results for a student.

Opening the Gradebook

To open the course Gradebook, just:
1. Return to the main Instructor page (figure 2)
2. Select the option Gradebook.

A list of all accessible assignments will display.  You can select one or more from the
list by clicking the checkbox next to each assignment or Select All at the top of the
screen (figure 16).
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Figure 19: List of assignments.

The grades associated with each assignment can be listed in two different ways, using
the buttons along the top of the screen (figure 19):

1. By student, by clicking List Results.  This will provide a complete list of
student results for the selected assignment(s).  Selecting additional display
fields can change the amount of detail shown.  Just click Update to change the
display.

2. By date, by clicking List by Date. The current day’s assignments will display
first

There are also several utilities available from the Gradebook and listed along the top
of the screen (figure 19):
• The Statistics function gives details on the aggregate student scores on each

assignment, with quartiles, total number of attempts on the assignment, and total
number of passes.

• The Averages function shows the overall success rate for each question by the
students in your class. This can help you to identify topics that are either more or
less challenging to your students than you expected.

• The Export function enables you to save a version of the gradebook to your
desktop for import into Excel or another spreadsheet application. This function
makes for easy merging of eGrade scores with the rest of your gradebook.

• The Records function allows you to view and change individual student records

Viewing Results

By selecting an assignment and clicking List Results, you have an opportunity to
view individual students’ assignments (figure 20).  All the students registered for the
class will be listed.

List grades associated
with each assignment Utility buttons
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Figure 20: The Gradebook showing all details for all assignments and all students

The listing shows the assignments that the student has completed. Along with the
assignment name and grade are the date and time at which the student started the
assignment and the type of assignment.

Additional detail of an individual student’s assignments is available by clicking on the
student name whose assignments you wish to review (figure 20 & 21).

The details of the student work and feedback can be viewed by selecting a specific
assignment from the Past Assignment list shown for the selected assignment (figure
21 & 22). Notice that there is an option at this stage to either amend the grades to give
partial credit or to make comments on particular questions in the assignment. The
student can view these comments by looking at his/her past results. The student view
is nearly identical to the view you have here.

Click on the name to see
more detail
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Figure 21: A listing of the Student’s assignments to date

Figure 22: A student’s attempt at the current assignment

Click to select the
assignment

Click See Details for more
information on the selected
assignment

Click Change to
adjust grading
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Viewing Statistics

To view the statistics for an assignment or group of assignments, simply:
1. Select the assignments you want to include in the analysis
2. Click Statistics (figure 19)

A numeric distribution of results will display (figure 23) including:
• The Minimum and Maximum scores achieved
• The Median
• The first and third quartiles
• The number of students passing the assignment.

Figure 23: A listing of statistics for all selected assignments

Exporting Grades

You can export the contents of your gradebook into a spreadsheet format for easy use
in Excel or transfer to other systems.

To begin the process, click on the Export button on the main Gradebook screen
(figure 19)

The next screen (figure 24) will offer several options.
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The Date and Grade fields are automatically selected and will be included in the
export. You can also choose to include the following fields:

• Time
• Length
• Mode
• Pass/Fail

Then you can choose from one of the following:
• Export All - exports a list of all students' results including the field

information you have specified
• Export Table - exports a list of assignments with each student's highest

performance on each

Figure 24: The export options screen

After clicking either of the export buttons, you will be prompted to name and save the
resulting  file (e.g. Calculus Gradebook.gbk)
 
The *.gbk file is a simple delimited text file that can be imported by many
applications.  For example, to import the *.gbf file into Excel, start Excel, select File
Open and open the *.gbk file.  Excel  will create a spreadsheet with the information in
appropriate columns and rows.  

Make field selections

Choose an
Export option


